Sandos Caracol Eco Resort Presents
Vive México; An entertainment Program
in Tribute to Mexican culture
June 18th, 2021. Playa del Carmen. The Sandos Hotels & Resorts chain has completely
renewed the Sandos Caracol Eco Resort entertainment program to take its visitors on a journey
through Mexican traditions. This change results as a tribute to the culture of Mexico. Vive
Mexico is intended to allow guests to experience the country's wealth through gastronomy,
music, traditional games, and representations of ancestral cultures that inhabited the Riviera
Maya dating back before pre-Hispanic times.

This new entertainment program boasts different activities based on the theme of each day of
the week. Guests will find food stations, areas with traditional games, and musical presentations
that will close off the night with dancing and fun next to the entertainment team at Sandos
Caracol Eco Resort.

Vive Mexico starts off the week with a pre-Hispanic show representing a time when the Mayans
ruled the Riviera Maya, followed by a tribute to one of the most important days in Mexico: Day of
the Dead. In the middle of the week, the rhythms of Tex-Mex take charge with a tribute to
Selena, following with Mexican folklore filled with music and dance in “The Heart of Mexico." As
the weekend is in sight, it begins to the rhythm of Mexican cumbia, while on Saturday, the
Sacred Fire Ceremony takes place in the Plaza del Sol. The week closes with a flourish by
bringing a whole Mexican party called “Pueblo Magico". All activities begin at 6:30 p.m., except
for the fire ceremony as to wait for 8:30 p.m; when the night has fallen, and the ancient gods are
invoked.

This hotel is characterized by its location within a jungle paradise facing the sea, home to
endemic species of both flora and fauna. It promotes the conservation and care of nature, with
all the comforts of a one-of-a-kind, all-inclusive vacation. Its All Nature Experience allows
activities that bring visitors closer to the environment and help create a new perspective of how
vacations should be.
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